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Introduction
Ignition density mapping provides a basic but key re-
source for assessing wildfire risk, planning to reduce that 
risk, and prioritizing areas for wildfire preparedness and 
prevention education (Catry et al. 2010, Koutsias et al. 
2014, Chas-Amil et al. 2015). In Hawai‘i, the area burned 
by wildfires has increased fourfold within the past cen-
tury and affects a proportion of state land area each year 
that is comparable to the Western US (Trauernicht et al. 
2015). This increase is tied to the expansion of nonnative 
grasslands and shrublands across the state that provide 
ample fuels, in addition to episodic drought and frequent 

high winds. Wildfire occurrence is also obviously a con-
sequence of available ignition sources, which, in Hawai‘i, 
are primarily caused by human activities.

The only natural ignition sources in Hawai‘i are 
volcanic events, which are restricted to active eruptions, 
and lightning strikes, which are rare because cool ocean 
temperatures buffer the land surface heating required 
for thunderstorm formation. More than 99% of known 
wildfire causes were attributable to human activities, 
for example, sparks from machinery, cars, and downed 
electrical lines; campfires; fireworks; and arson. Wildfire 
ignitions are very frequent in Hawai‘i, with the annual 

Figure 1. The average number of ignitions per year in Hawai‘i (light grey line) peak near holidays 
in July and December. The average area burned per year in Hawai‘i (dark grey bars) peaks during 
the drier summer months. Data is from statewide wildfire records 2005–2011. Error bars illustrate 
standard error.

In collaboration with the Pacific Fire Exchange 
(PFX), a Joint Fire Science Knowledge Ex-
change Consortium committed to reducing 
threat to ecosystems and communities in 
Hawai‘i and the U.S.-Affiliated Pacific from 
wildfire. http://www.pacificfireexchange.org/
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number ranging from 600 to 1300 over the last 10 years. 
Peaks in ignition numbers around the Fourth of July and 
New Year’s holidays also point clearly to people as the 
main cause (Figure 1). Although predicting the exact 
timing of these events is difficult, ignition density maps 
based on the spatial patterns of prior wildfires can illus-
trate where ignitions are most likely to occur.

This guide is designed as a reference source for igni-
tion density maps created for the state of Hawai‘i by the 
University of Hawai‘i Cooperative Extension Service. 
As opposed to complex fire-growth and behavior models 
that incorporate numerous input parameters, fire ignition 
density maps are simply derived from location data of 
past wildfires. The wildfire-incident records maintained 
by fire response agencies typically contain data on fire 
location, size, time, and date of occurrence, as well as 
other information. Although the perimeters of larger 
fires are often mapped, most wildfire records contain a 
single point for the incident location (e.g., latitude and 
longitude). Further, representing wildfires incidents as 
points on a map makes it difficult to distinguish “clusters” 
of high ignitions because points overlap.

An approach that addresses this limitation is to cal-
culate ignition density (e.g., the number of ignitions per 
unit area) from point-based wildfire location data using 
mathematical smoothing functions. The variation in igni-
tion density over a landscape can then be plotted as a heat 
map or contour map (see Detailed Methods below). This 
provides a much clearer illustration of where ignitions 
are most frequent using a straightforward, quantitative 
value (e.g., number of ignitions per square mile per year). 
The Hawai‘i ignition density maps presented here were 
created using adaptive kernel density estimation (KDE). 
This technique is a type of mathematical smoothing 
function that has been used to map and manage disease 
outbreaks, crime events, traffic incidents, and similar 
incident-based data sets. It has also been proven useful 
by fire scientists to produce regional fire occurrence maps 
when information on the actual areas burned (i.e., fire 
perimeters) is limited or unavailable (de la Riva 2004, 
Amatulli 2007).

Hawai‘i Ignition Density Maps
The Hawai‘i ignition density maps presented here are 
based on an ignition density “surface” that indicates 
the number of ignitions per square mile per year across 
Hawai‘i state. (See Detailed Methods below.) Ignition 

points came from the Hawaii State Wildfire History, a 
data set compiled and quality controlled by the Hawaii 
Wildfire Management Organization (HawaiiWildfire.
org). This data set provides the location, date of occur-
rence, and area burned for over 11,000 wildfire incidents 
reported by the National Park Service, the Hawai‘i Divi-
sion of Forestry and Wildlife, and all four County Fire 
Departments from 2000 through 2012.

The ignition density maps incorporate wildfire 
incidents over the greatest time spans for which com-
plete county, state, and federal (excluding Department 
of Defense) wildfire records were available for each 
county. This time span ranged from 2000 to 2012 and 
was different for each county (see Detailed Methods). 
The maps cover the six main islands in the state: Kaua‘i, 
O‘ahu, Moloka‘i, Lana‘i, Maui, and Hawai‘i Island, as 
both a statewide product and per county. Importantly, 
for the county-level products, the map color scale for 
ignition density is based on the maximum and mini-
mum values within each county. This information is 
available on the Pacific Fire Exchange website (www.
PacificFireExchange.org/new-maps- tools/) as image files 
and as 250m-resolution raster data files to be used with 
geographic information system (GIS) software.

Applications
Table 1 shows how patterns of fire occurrence can inform 
multiple aspects of wildfire preparedness, planning, and 

Table 1. Applications of ignition density information

•	 Assessing relative risk of wildfire ignitions
•	 Communicating wildfire risk to policy- and decision-

makers
•	 Communicating wildfire risk to the public
•	 Land-use and development planning
•	 Prioritizing areas for fuels reduction
•	 Designing fuel breaks to maximize effectiveness
•	 Strategic placement of firefighting resources
•	 Prioritizing communities for wildfire outreach and 

education
•	 Prioritizing areas for preparedness planning and 

resource mapping
•	 Integration into quantitative fire occurrence models
•	 Providing baseline data for evaluating outreach 

programs
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risk reduction. For instance, maps of ignition points al-
ready indicate that wildfire ignitions happen primarily 
along roadsides and occur on both leeward and windward 
sides of the islands. Ignition density maps, however, re-
veal well-defined “hot spots” of greater wildfire ignitions 
in more populated areas. Given the predominance of 
human-caused wildfires in Hawai‘i, these patterns indi-
cate where investments in public outreach and education 
are most needed (e.g., Chas-Amil et al. 2015).

Identifying areas of greater ignition risk can help 
justify or establish the need for proactive wildfire risk 
reduction such as fuel breaks and fuel-reduction treat-
ments. Knowing where wildfires are most likely to 
start, when combined with local knowledge of fuels, 
topography, and valued resources (see Trauernicht and 
Pickett 2015), allows landowners and land managers 
to maximize the effectiveness of investments in fuel 
breaks, road maintenance, and other fuel-reduction 
measures. For instance, there may be scenarios in which 
fuels reductions can be designed to help fire responders 
contain wildfires in the areas where they are most likely 
to start versus designing fuels reductions around valued 
resources (i.e., homes, crops, plantations, endangered 
species). In addition, ignition density information pro-
vides a key component of more sophisticated analyses 
of fire risk that integrate ignition probabilities with 

models of potential fire spread (e.g., FARSITE; http://
www.firelab.org/project/farsite).

Ignition density maps also allow for wildfire fre-
quency to be compared among islands and elsewhere. 
Leeward O‘ahu has the highest ignition densities in the 
state, with the number of ignitions per year many times 
greater than the highest ignition densities on other islands.  
This is due to much greater population densities com-
bined with episodic dry conditions on the leeward side 
of the island. But these maps also highlight just how 
significant wildfire issues are in Hawai‘i relative to 
other parts of the country. Recent work by the US For-
est Service has found that small-fire ignition densities 
in the continental US range from 0 to 4 ignitions per 
square mile over the entire period from 1992 to 2012 
(Dillon et al. 2015). Ignition densities in the more popu-
lated areas of Hawai‘i greatly exceed these values and 
further highlight the need to address the social drivers 
of wildfire occurrence.

Detailed Methods
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) works by placing an 
assigned area buffer around each spatial point of inter-
est, thus creating a normal distribution of probability, or 
“kernel,” over each point location. This surface effec-
tively creates a buffer of probability that the ignition oc-

Figure 2
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curred within a given space, spread around the original 
point location. Converting a single point to a probability 
helps to account for uncertainty regarding the accuracy 
of the ignition location in the original wildfire record (de 
la Riva 2004, Amatulli et al. 2007). Smoothing across 
multiple points also allows for the calculation of density 
values per unit area. In Figure 2 on the previous page, 
the two points in the left panel represent the locations 
for two wildfire incidents plotted on a map. In the right 
panel, KDE has been used to derive kernels (showing 
estimated ignition density) centered on each point and 
with normal distribution from high to low probability 
of occurrence.

KDE is also useful for indicating clusters of wildfire 
incidents that may not be apparent from plotting point 
data alone. When multiple points overlap, the kernel 
density values, or probabilities, are summed to derive 
the ignition density surface. In Figure 3 below, the left 
panel shows a map with point locations for seven wildfire 
incidents and the right panel illustrates the resulting fire 
occurrence map from the sums of kernels produced by 
the KDE function. The clustering of points in the lower 
left corner of the map is indicated by higher values on 
the ignition density map.

Different techniques can be used to determine the 
spread of probability, or kernel width, around each 

point. In the examples above, the spread of probability 
was fixed at an arbitrary distance. The Hawai‘i Ignition 
Density Maps presented used a technique called adaptive 
kernel density estimation in which the spread of the ker-
nel probability at each point is adjusted according to the 
distance to a given nearest neighbor (i.e., the first, sec-
ond, third, etc. closest point). This technique performs 
better for occurrence data, such as wildfire ignitions, 
where points tend to be spread unevenly across a land-
scape (Amatulli et al. 2007). Amatulli et al. (2007) also 
provide a goodness-of-fit test to determine the optimal 
nearest neighbor to be used in the density estimation.

For the Hawai‘i ignition density maps, given differ-
ences in the number and spatial spread of ignition points, 
multiple adaptive kernels were tested and the optimal 
kernel setting was identified separately for each county 
(Amatulli et al. 2007). This also made it possible to use 
all the years for each county for which complete agency 
records were available (Honolulu City/County (O‘ahu): 
2001–2012; Maui County: 2000–2012; Kaua‘i County: 
2005–2012; Hawai‘i County: 2004–2011). Despite the 
variable width of the kernels drawn over each point, the 
output of the adaptive KDE attributes equal weight to 
each incident point location and represents true ignition 
density; in the case of these maps, the number of fires 
per square mile per year.

Figure 3
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